What Makes Prithu
Homes Different?
Building a home is one of the biggest emotional and financial investments
for anyone. To build a home, there are several choices that the plot owner
has. So, a very valid and common question that we are asked is what makes
a home built by Prithu different? This article is a compilation of indicative
list of aspects which makes a Prithu home different.

Better technical design
1.

Underslung plumbing: This system of
plumbing in bathrooms is used in luxury
hotels, offices and residences. This makes
maintenance easy and exposes any leaks
fast.

2. Texture paint: In high
movement areas like stilt,
staircase etc., any kind of
marks or scratches become
very visible. Texture paint is
a better solution in this
case. To know more about
what paint we recommend
where, see the ‘Finishing’
page in our HomeEssential
document.

3. Fresh water pipes in the bathroom: As far as possible, we try to bring
the fresh water pipes in the bathroom from the false ceiling above and
then wall, rather than the flooring and then wall. This makes the future
maintenance simple.
4. Door on mumty staircase: We recommend the door on mumty staircase
to be of the same material as external doors and windows in the home of imported extruded aluminium or UPVC.
Reason being that mumty door is exposed
to water and sunlight. So, material should
be aesthetic as well as able to withstand
external weather.
5. Senior citizen friendly bathroom: If
required, we plan for one bathroom in
each home to be senior citizen friendly.
Door and space inside is large enough for
a wheelchair. Near the WC, there is a
support bar. Flooring is anti-skid.
6. Location of power supply switch for AC:
Different AC companies in the market have
different standards on where they want
the electric supply switch. Some
companies want it near outdoor units and
some near indoor units. We have designed
our system in such a way that clients can
put any company's AC as desired.
7. Provisioning for AC pipes: Copper pipes
and electrical wire travel between indoor
units and outdoor units. In many cases, we have seen that copper pipe

and electrical wire are tied together and are buried in the wall. In this
method, in future, if wire is to be changed or repaired, it would be
difficult. We recommend that electrical wire should be taken through a
separate conduit. And it is better if this conduit is laid in slab, by
planning for services in advance.
8. Provisioning for inverter: As a default, we provision for all light, fan and
6 amp points on the inverter. In future, as per your requirement and
inverter capacity, you can operate any light, fan or 6 amp point on the
inverter, rather than the traditional model where only a few selected
points are connected to the inverter.

Better material
9. Ready-mix concrete (RMC): F
 or
casting of slabs, we recommend
use of factory made concrete
rather than making concrete on
site. Also, we procure RMC from
leading brands like ACC, Prism
RMC, RDC Concrete as
mentioned in our HomeEssential
document.
10. Leading brands: All material that is used in making your home, is from
one of the leading brands. Each brand that will be used in your home is
mentioned in the HomeEssential document transparently.

11. Bathroom accessories of the same brand as main bathroom fittings: We
have seen that main chrome bathroom fittings like basin faucet, shower
faucet, shower head etc. are of a good brand, but chrome accessories
like tissue holder, health faucet, angle valve for geyser etc. are of a local
brand. Due to this, over time one can see different impacts of aging on
different chrome finished products. We recommend and use that all
chrome finished products in the bathroom should be of the same
company.

12. Procurement of material directly from companies: As far as possible, we
buy directly from companies rather than through the dealers or
distributors in the market. Benefits are less chances of counterfeit or
defective material, better prices and better technical support

Better detailing
13. Shoulders in brick wall: Wherever a door or window is to be installed, we
recommend a brick wall shoulder, as far as possible, so that door or
window is installed on the wall rather than column. Also, it helps in
installing door architraves aesthetically.
14. Lintels on doors: We recommend casting on lintels above all doors,
rather than installing door frames
on beam.
15. P-traps in the bathrooms: In
bathroom drain, endeavour is to
stop the entry of foul smell from the

sewage and drainage pipes. P-trap helps in that. Generally it is in-built
in WC, but it should be installed in the bathroom drain also.
16. Mosquito mesh in windows: All our sliding windows and doors inside
home come with a mosquito mesh as a default standard option.
17. MS ladder to access mumty: As a default standard, all our homes have a
MS ladder mounted on the
mumty wall to access the mumty.
18. Niches in bathrooms: As a
standard, we provide for one or
two niches on the wall in each
bathroom. Niches are convenient
to use as they are permanent
fixtures and unlike other
bathroom accessories, they don’t
project out.
19. Coping on parapet walls:
On top of the parapet walls on
the terrace, we do cement coping.
Water accumulates on top of
parapet and plaster level cracks
develop over time on this. Cement
coping is more resistant to the
cracks due to exposure to
weather.
20. Marble skirting flushed
with wall: In marble flooring, as a
default, we recommend flushing
the skirting with the wall,
along with a groove between
skirting and the plaster.
21. USB points: USB points are
becoming a new necessity to
charge your phone, ipads
and other gadgetry. We
provide, as a standard
specification, a USB point in
every room. To see more of
our electrical guidelines, contact Prithu Sales person.

Better compliance with good practices
22. Structure certificate: P
 erhaps, we are the only builder that issues a
independent third party structure certificate for design as well as
execution as per design on site.
23. Cover block: Presence of
cover block in a structure
allows concrete to cover
the steel from the 4 sides.
Presence of this concrete
prevents rusting of steel
over time as chances of
steel coming in touch
with air reduces. We use
proper cover blocks,
instead of a make-shift
arrangement like stone,
pebble etc., to achieve
this.
24. Shuttering oil: When
concrete is poured on
slab, it can stick to the
shuttering material. To
prevent this from
happening, a coat of oil is
put on the shuttering
material. We use proper
shuttering oil instead of
used mobil oil that we
have seen in practice.
25. Vertical plumbing stack:
Once the brickwork and
plaster is done, then
vertical pipes for sewage, drainage and water supply should be
installed. This helps in maintenance later. We have seen that generally
builders erect the sewage and drainage pipes in the structure or
brickwork.
26. Tile flooring with spacers when exposed to sun: When tile flooring is
exposed to sun, for example on terrace or on balcony, we recommend
use of spacers between the tiles. Being exposed to external weather,

expansion and contraction is more. Gap between tiles help in
countering the negative impact of expansion and contraction.
27. Rain water harvesting: A
 s a standard, we provide rain water harvesting
in our homes. This ensures that rain water is not wasted in drains, but is
used to increase the declining levels of underground water. This is done
by making a rainwater harvesting pit. Rain water from the terrace and
open areas is brought into this pit. Water gradually seeps into earth
after filtration. In case of an excess water accumulation due to heavy
rains etc, the excess is drained out through an overflow.

Latest innovative
products
28. Factory made doors: More and more, large
hotel or residential projects are using
factory made doors for better finish and
consistent quality. We also recommend
using the same.
29. Shower channels: For better evacuation of
water, in shower areas, we recommend use
of linear shower channels, like one will see
in luxury hotels.

30. Curing chemical: Water
based curing/ tarai on
structure has been largely
replaced by curing
compounds in large projects
like group housing projects of
large national developers. It reduces wastage of water.

Notes:
1.

This document explains some practices that we follow. In case, you
would like to propose a better solution, please do contact us. There can

be differences of opinion among people on the solutions that we have
proposed.
2. If there is a problem that we have not captured here, do let us know.
3. Based on our experiences and future developments, we can change any
of the proposed solutions. This document captures what we are doing
as on date of writing.

